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Voorwoord
Toen ik een afstudeeropdracht zocht wilde ik graag iets origineels doen, en was geïn-
teresseerd in navigatiesystemen . Op een prikbord zag ik een afstudeerproject van Paul
de Greef wat me wel aansprak, dus ik besloot een afspraak te maken . Na een eerste
gesprek vernam ik van het audiogids project . Enkele gesprekken later konden we de
keuze voor een project vernauwen tot navigatiesystemen voor dementerende of blinde
en slechtziende personen. Het navigatiesysteem voor blinde en slechtziende personen
sprak mij meer aan en Paul had al wat contacten met Sensis middels een projectgroep,
wat ook een pré was .

Op dat moment was de keus voor een navigatiesysteem voor blinde en slechtziende
personen gemaakt maar ik had toen nog geen idee wat ik precies ging onderzoeken . Dat
mag ook wel blijken uit het feit dat ik uiteindelijk niet iets met een navigatiesysteen
ging doen maar met een geleidesysteem . Na het bedenken van een nogal beperkend
navigatiesysteem waarbij de gebruiker ingesloten werd door een aantal virtuele banden
over de gehele route, werden ons de fouten van dit idee duidelijk gemaakt tijdens een
vergadering met Wim Pierik en Roland van Grinsven bij Sensis in Grave . Hierdoor
zijn we het concept gaan overdenken en overgestapt op een geheel andere vorm : een
geleidesysteem .

Gedurende die tijd werd vrij veel tijd besteed aan pogingen om een werkend systeem te
maken voor het experiment, eerst op basis met GPS, toen DGPS, toen webcams . Maar
geen van de systemen waren nauwkeurig en betrouwbaar genoeg om in het experiment
te gebruiken dus moesten we overstappen op een Wizard of Oz aanpak . Daarbij wordt
het systeem geëmuleerd door een persoon (de Wizard) die zelf de signalen geeft . Na
deze beslissing genomen te hebben begon het project wat sneller te lopen, en met hulp
van Dorry de Kruiff heb ik de laatste paar knopen kunnen doorhakken en mijn tussen-
presentatie kunnen houden . Daarna volgde in ijl tempo het experiment en het schrijven
van het document wat u nu leest .

Ik wil Paul de Greef bedanken voor het mogelijk maken en begeleiden van dit project
en voor zijn inzet. Dik Hermes voor zijn rol als tweede begeleider en wijze raad .
Dit project had verder niet mogelijk geweest zonder de ondersteuning en advies van
Dorry de Kruiff (NVBS), Wim Pierik (Sensis), Roland van Grinsven (Sensis) en Marijn
Gelten (MD Vereniging). Uiteraard wil ik ook de 18 slechtziende en blinde personen
bedanken die met het experiment hebben meegedaan, en Leo van der Meer voor het
proeflezen van dit document .

Ook dank aan de ontwikkelaars van T)E`Y, LÁIjEX, p~, LEd, Gnuplot en Aigaion
die hun producten gratis ter beschikking hebben gesteld en waarmee dit document is
gemaakt.

André den Hartog
Oktober 2007
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ABSTRACT
With the aim of increasing the mobility of visually impaired
persons, a simple guidance system for visually impaired per-
sons is designed with three modalities (verbal, tonal, tactile)
and tested in a within-subject experiment using a Wizard of
Oz setup. The experiment took place on a busy intersection
and in a quiet park. The experiment has four conditions : one
for each modality and a baseline condition where the par-
ticipants walked without the guidance system . The guidance
system decreased errors and increased accuracy compared to
the baseline condition. There is no difference in errors, accu-
racy and satisfaction between the different modalities, which
is likely due to the simplicity of the system . This means that
for simple guidance systems, the choice for the modality is
open and can be determined by individual user preference or
other disabilities such as a hearing disability .

Author Keywords
Visually Impaired, Electronic Travel Aid, Navigation, Ori-
entation, Mobility, Guidance, Modalities, Usability

INTRODUCTION
People with a visual impairment have many aids for travel
at their disposal . The white cane and the guide dog are
some of the most common types of travel aids . Recently,
these have been joined by electronic aids : aids that use some
form of technology to assist travel. Some of the first stud-
ies on electronic aids were for obstacle detection systems
(Loomis, Golledge, & Klatzky, 1998) . These systems came
to be known as Electronic Travel Aids (ETA) . The term ETA
slowly became synonymous with obstacle detection systems
as they were the only type of ETA available for a long time .
When later focus shifted from obstacle detection to naviga-
tion, navigation systems were sometimes named Electronic
Orientation Aids (EOA) . This is somewhat unfortunate as
both navigation systems and obstacle detection systems are
technically ETAs when judged by the meaning of the words
themselves. To prevent conflict with existing terminology,
any kind of device that electronically aids the user with travel
will be called an Electronic Wayfinding Aid (EWA) . The
commonly known functions of EWAs are navigation and ob-
stacle detection. A relatively unexplored function of EWAs
is guidance . Different EWAs can implement one of these
functions but can also integrate multiple functions .

Navigation
A navigation system tells users which streets or intersections
they can take to reach their destination . Such systems often

use a database which contains the geological coordinates of
streets and intersections and some sort of positioning system
such as GPS. Navigation systems for visually impaired per-
sons usually have a spoken menu and have a function that
tells users on which street they are . Some navigation sys-
tems for visually impaired persons are entering the market,
like the Strider and the Victor trekker.

A lot of the research for navigation systems for visually im-
paired persons is aimed at how the verbal display should be
designed. Bradley and Dunlop (2005) found that wayfinding
instructions for visually impaired persons were more suc-
cessful in terms of workload, deviations and time when the
instructions were created by visually impaired persons as
opposed to those created by sighted persons . Gaunet and
Briffault (2005) tried to find the features of the verbal in-
structions that should be given based on the instructions of
visually impaired persons (i .e. what information should be
displayed at which locations). They tested the features they
found in their next experiment (Gaunet, 2006) . Loomis et
al. (1998) tried a navigation system with added bearing in-
formation to inform the user of the angle (direction) to the
next waypoint of a route . See Golledge, Klatzky, Loomis,
Speigle, and Tietz (1998) Loomis, Golledge, and Klatzky
(2001) and Loomis, Klatzky, and Golledge (2001) for more
information about their project .

Obstacle detection
An obstacle detection system signals users of physical obsta-
cles or changes in the terrain surface in the immediate area .
These systems often use echolocation with high frequency
audio or electromagnetic waves. More recently, computer
vision has gradually become a third possibility, see Adjouadi
(1992). Much of the research in this field is treated quite ex-
tensively in Farmer and Smith (1997) .

Guidance
A guidance system guides users through specific areas of
traffic where the physical environment gives little informa-
tion about the exact path to take . In such cases, guidance is
needed but the environment does not provide it . An example
of such a situation is when the user needs to find a specific
location on a large square or needs to cross a large round-
about. Guidance systems require very high precision, for
which multiple technological options exist such as infrared
systems or GPS augmented with dead reckoning. Some of
these options will be discussed later .
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In the past, there were some projects on this topic in the
Netherlands, notably : the "witte lijnenplan" (the white lines
plan) and "bluewalk". Little information about these projects
can currently be found, but we acquired some information
about them via Sensis, a dutch organisation that provides
care, education and services for visually impaired persons .
The white lines plan attached an infrared transmitter and re-
ceiver to the white cane which signals the user when it passes
over a white line . Bluewalk tried to combine a guidance
system with a navigation system . It was based on a cen-
tral repository of information, called the information-centre,
which would be contacted over GSM, a local Bluetooth sys-
tem to provide navigational information and an infrared sys-
tem to provide guidance .

The problems with these systems are similar to the problems
listed by Borenstein and Ulrich (1997) . In their evaluation of
obstacle detection systems, amongst which the Laser Cane
and the Mowat Sensor, they found that a) the user must ac-
tively scan the environment for detection which is distracting
from other tasks and b) the acoustic feedback could interfere
with the blind person's ability to pick up environmental cues
through hearing. The bluewalk system also mentioned a tac-
tile interface which would solve the second problem .

More recent is the Dutch I-Cane project (http ://i-cane .org)
which has a modular system so the user can choose which
functionalities they want to use . De Wilt (2006) graduated
on investigating the possibility of a tactile interface in the
form of an arrow mounted to the handle of the I-Cane that
points to the direction the user should take and which could
be felt with the thumb. In that form, the cane would also be
a guidance system. In Germany, Frey (2007) created Cab-
Boots, a system where the soles of the shoes can tilt to the
direction the user should go.

In the USA, Ross and Blasch (2002) have performed an ex-
periment with 15 visually impaired veterans . They used an
infrared system to assist people in crossing a street, the sys-
tem having different modalities. Their experiment has many
similarities to ours, so we will look at some of the character-
istics and differences more closely in the discussion section .

Task Analysis
Guidance systems can offer extra support in situations where
no other guides are available. Some of these situations are :
large or complex intersections (Barlow & Bentzen, 2005),
roundabouts (Long, Guth, Ashmead, Emerson, & Ponchillia,
2005), dynamic bus stations and finding a point on a large
surface (e .g. a park or square) .

Two of these situations were selected for this experiment .
The first is crossing a complex intersection, the second is
finding a point on a large surface .

Crossing an intersection
Barlow and Bentzen (2005), Bentzen, Barlow, and Franck
(2000), Guth and Rieser (1997) and Ross and Blasch (2002)
describe the subtasks for crossing a street or an intersection .
The following list is a modified version of the list found in

Barlow (2004) :

a Locate the edge of the street

b Determine the geometry of the intersection

c Determine where to begin crossing (locate crosswalk)

d Establish crossing direction and alignment

e Determine traffic control and use pushbutton, if necessary

f Decide when to begin crossing

g Maintain alignment during crossing

h Monitor traffic during crossing
i Recognise end of crossing (other side of the street)

First, visually impaired persons encounter the edge of the
curb (a) to know they have come to an intersection. Curb
ramps and large rounded curbs can make recognising an in-
tersection more difficult . Then, the geometry of the intersec-
tion (b) can be ascertained; which is done largely from ve-
hicle sounds. The geometry includes features like the angle
and width of the streets and the presence of refuge islands .
Determining the geometry becomes harder when there is lit-
tle traffic .

Next, the visually impaired persons move to the beginning of
the crossing (c) and align themselves to the crosswalk (d) as
best as possible. In some cases, this can be done by finding
some edge of grass or a wall that is parallel to the crossing
and orienting oneself perpendicularly to it . The presence of
traffic controls (e) can be determined by listening for groups
of vehicles or by listening for the sounds of the traffic con-
trols . The sound of traffic crossing on a parallel lane is often
a sign that the pedestrian can also cross (f) . But this is not
always true, and it may be dangerous to rely too much on
such sounds. A pedestrian could also listen to traffic coming
from the sides to at least make sure the road is clear, but that
is hard on large and busy intersections . Audible traffic con-
trols, also known as Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS),
present the safest alternative .

While crossing, the visually impaired pedestrian should pre-
vent veering (g) which takes them off the crosswalk . This
can also be done by listening to parallel traffic, but the ab-
sence of traffic or the presence of a lot of turning traffic, i .e .
left-, right- or u-turning traffic, can interfere . Also, the vi-
sually impaired pedestrian should keep listening for traffic
(h) to keep track of the nearing end of the walking interval,
for general safety and for possible recovery from mistakes .
Finally, the end of the crossing (i) can usually be recognised
by a curb edge.

Many things can go wrong in this process, and Bentzen et al .
(2000) have performed a survey which shows that things of-
ten do. The survey was sent to 356 orientation and mobility
trainers to find out which problems were often encountered
by their students. Their results are summarised in table 1 .

Barlow and Bentzen (2005) also performed an experiment
on the crossing of signalised intersections . They performed
an experiment in three cities and had 16 participants per city,
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Causes of difficulty of knowing when to begin crossing Percent
Traffic flow was intermittent 85%
The surge was masked by right-turningtraffic 79%
The intersectionwas too noisy 65%
The surge of traffic was too far away 37%

Causes of difficulty crossing straight across the street Percent
Traffic was intermittent or sporadic 76%
The intersection was offset 71%
There was no acoustic guideline (parallel traffic) to indicate the direction 64%

Causes of difficulty with pushbuttons Percent
Students could not tell whether they needed to push a button 87%
Students had difficulty locating the pushbutton 84%
Students could not tell which crosswalk was actuated by the pushbutton 73%
The pushbutton was so far from the crosswalk that students could not push the button
and then return to the crosswalk and prepare for crossing before the walk interval began 68%

Causes of difficulty with audible pedestrian signals Percent
Students could not tell which crosswalk had the walk signal 64%
The signal was too quiet 52%
Students could not remember which of two sounds was associated with crossing 41%
Students could not localise the sound of an APS and use it for guidance 39%
Students were confused by the sound of an APS for another intersection 25%
The signal was too loud 24%

Table 1 . Results from 356 completed surveys filled in by orientation and mobility specialists in the USA. The specialists were asked to indicate whether
their students had experienced any of the listed difficulties and to indicate the causes of the difficulties, by checking boxes . The percentage represents
the percentage of respondents, not students . Source : Bentzen et al . (2000).

totalling to 48 participants. Participants only looked for,
found, and pushed the pushbutton 16 .3% of the time in Port-
land but 0% of the time in Charlotte . In Portland, 50% failed
to complete their crossings in time on pedestrian-actuated
crossings and 94 .3% failed to complete their crossings in
time on automatic crossings . In Charlotte, 37.8% failed to
complete their crossings in time on pedestrian-actuated cross-
ings and 20 .9% failed to complete their crossings in time on
automatic crossings .

proper placement of the loudspeakers (Ashmead, Emerson,
Bentzen, & Barlow, 2004) .

As we have seen, there are still quite a few difficulties in
performing the tasks involved in crossing a complex street or
intersection. A guidance system can help the user with tasks
c, d and g. It can help its user find the crosswalk, establish
a crossing direction and alignment and maintain alignment
during crossing .

Furthermore, although approximately three-quarters of the
crossings began with appropriate alignment, location, or both,
about 50% of them ended outside the crosswalk. They re-
port that 80-90% of the street crossings were made without
human intervention. So a majority did cross by themselves,
but in total 50% ended outside of the crosswalk . The remain-
ing 10-20% made the following requests while locating the
crosswalk, aligning to cross and determining when to start
crossing: 33 requests for assistance, 23 requests for align-
ment and 55 requests for determining when to start crossing .
While crossing, there were 39 interventions. These are the
most dangerous situations as accidents could have happened
without intervention .

Visually impaired persons are generally familiar with audi-
ble traffic controls which can work well if the traffic con-
trols follow some basic guidelines . For example, the sound
level should be sufficiently loud so it cannot be masked,
but they should also not be too loud . The problem of not
knowing which crosswalk has the signal can be solved by

Some new devices could be developed to help out in some
other tasks too . For example, it would be convenient to have
some sort of tactile or spoken map detailing the layout of
the intersection, such as the number of car lanes, number
and type of traffic controls and the number of refuge islands .
An example of such a device is the Prisma TS-907, built
by Prisma Teknik in Sweden. This device is a pushbutton
for a traffic light with a tactile map attached to the side that
displays the layout of the crosswalk .

Finding a point on a large surface
The task of finding a point on a large surface consists of three
parts .

a Establish orientation towards the goal
b Walk to the goal, while preventing veering
c Listen to other traffic or pedestrians

While the definition is simpler than that of crossing an inter-
section, this task has also proven to be a difficult one . There
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is usually less distraction in terms of traffic but there are
also less cues in the environment, and walking in a straight
line without any guidance or cues is very difficult (Guth &
Rieser, 1997) .

A guidance system helps with task b : it prevents veering .
Veering can sometimes be circumvented by not walking in
a straight line towards the goal . For example, to find the
entrance to a building while standing in a park before it, it is
often easier to follow the edge of the park, and then follow
the face of the building until you come upon the entrance .
However, this is not always possible because the entrance
that is to be found may not be along the edge of the surface.
This is often the case for the entrance to a subway or train
platform. Also, many visually impaired people simply ask
others for directions or some guidance toward the goal . But
this relies on the availability and willingness of bystanders .
The guidance system increases the autonomy of the user as
the user no longer needs to ask others for directions .

The role of an EWA
There seems to be some difference of opinion between re-
searchers about the role that should be appointed to an EWA .
This is focussed mainly around three questions . First, should
one single EWA be able to service people with all types of
visual impairment? Second, should the EWA guide the user
continually on a complete trip, all the way from beginning to
end, or only on specific parts of the trip? And third, should
the EWA have as many functions as possible integrated into
a single device, even functions that are currently performed
by other aids such as audible traffic controls, the white cane
or guide dog?

These questions are partially dependent on each other, as
users will have to use the system with many functionalities
more often by necessity than one with only a few function-
alities . The discussion is in a large part about the position
that an EWA should have relative to other aids that are cur-
rently used . This in turn depends on the successfulness of
the other aids. If, for example, audible traffic controls are
known to work poorly, or to be absent most of the time, it
becomes more interesting to add the functionality to a nav-
igation system. On the other hand, it is important to look
at how the EWA gets the information about the onset of the
walking interval. If this requires communication with local
traffic control systems which need to be modified to enable
the communication, then the question arises of whether this
is a better alternative to simply adding an audible signal to
the traffic controls .

Ross and Blasch (2002, p. 51) discuss the Strider naviga-
tion system and come to the following conclusion. "Further,
Strider doesn't interact with devices in the environment to
provide temporal information such as the state of a traffic
light. Finally, Strider's interface may not be usable by some
older people, and may not be appropriate to every outdoor
setting and situation . Given the above situation, the authors
have suggested that in order to make orientation technolo-
gies more generally beneficial and usable, (1) a complemen-
tary mix of location technologies should be integrated into

a single device, and (2) portable user interfaces should be
developed that are usable in all settings to the greatest ex-
tent possible by all people with severe visual impairments" .
Moreover, at one point in their experiment, they ask their
participants the following (p. 59) : "Then they were asked
if any of the interfaces/modes helped them find their way
across the street better than using their cane or dog ; and
if so, how was it better; and if not so, what it was about each
interface that made it difficult to use" .

Farcy et al . (2006) look at it differently. In section 4.2 of
their paper, they note the following . "The role of an assistive
device is not to replace what can be done naturally. We thus
consider that the practice of traditional locomotion is an es-
sential prerequisite for using a high technology device, just
as it is for the effective use of a guide dog" .

Our position is closer to that of Farcy et al . (2006). EWAs
should work with existing aids and systems as much as pos-
sible, and should not try to do all things by themselves. An
EWA could have multiple functions as long as it does not try
to take over functions of other more established or reliable
aids like the cane. EWAs should leave as much control as
possible in the user's hands. Users should determine how
and when EWAs will be used . EWAs should try to adapt to
the idiosyncrasies of different visual impairments as much
as possible . The following paragraphs detail the arguments
for this position.

There are large differences between different visual impair-
ments which have an effect on a person's abilities . For ex-
ample, there is a large difference between an impairment of
visual acuity and an impairment of the visual field . Some-
one with an impairment of visual acuity may see a bicycle
coming from the left (even if not identified as being a bicy-
cle) but may not be able to read a sign, while the person with
impairment of the visual field may be able to read the sign
but may not see the bicycle coming from the left .

So persons with different visual impairments have different
abilities . Therefore, they also have different needs and will
use different functions of EWAs at different points, in dif-
ferent situations or in different ways. The differences be-
tween the abilities of persons with different visual impair-
ments are sometimes even mutually exclusive . That is why
a system that simply tries to find the lowest common de-
nominator should be inferior to a system that adapts to the
idiosyncrasies of different visual impairments .

Autonomy is important for many visually impaired persons .
If they can do something, they want to do it by themselves ;
they do not want a machine to take over. For example, many
traffic lights have sound devices that allow visually impaired
persons to know when to cross and when to wait. A EWA
that tries to take over this functionality will encounter resis-
tance from users that are used to, and comfortable with, the
current system embedded in traffic lights .

All-in-one systems may not be possible, as they would al-
ways need to know the current situation in great detail which
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is very difficult in a complicated and ever changing traffic
environment. Also, all-in-one systems present a single point
of failure . If the batteries run out, users who did not bring
along a cane could be stranded. The level of reliability and
availability of a cane is very hard to match .

A simple guidance system
A simple concept for a guidance system was used for this re-
search. The system has two signals : one for left, and one for
right . When the system gives a signal, the user should turn a
little to the left or a little to the right. The system will signal
when the user steps outside of a certain predefined path, be
that a real, existing path over a crosswalk or a merely cal-
culated path in a park for example . This guidance system is
intended only to used at points where the user needs extra
guidance.

This guidance system is specifically chosen to be very sim-
ple for multiple reasons . It optimises user response times .
Since there are only two possible actions in response to the
system, the decision complexity is low and thus reaction
time should be short (Hick, 1952 ; Hyman, 1953 in Wick-
ens, Lee, Liu, & Becker, 2004). Secondly, the simplicity of
the system makes it more learnable as there is simply less
to remember. Thirdly, guidance systems with less signals
should interfere less with other user tasks and other systems
that are used at the same time . Finally, it was deemed practi-
cal to start with as few signals as possible and only add extra
signals in subsequent research if there is an obvious need for
them.

Display modality
A display is a typically human-made artifact designed to
support the perception of relevant system variables and fa-
cilitate the further processing of that information (Wickens
et al., 2004) . The display modality refers to the human sense
the display is designed for.

Travel is a very intensive task for visually impaired peo-
ple; they are usually performing multiple concurrent sub-
tasks such as maintaining orientation and listening for traffic .
Guidance systems should avoid negative interference with
other tasks as much as possible . Using different modalities
for the guidance system might make a big difference in how
much it interferes with the tasks of the user.

Before discussing the display modality to be used for our
guidance system, we will look at how the senses are used by
visually impaired pedestrians .

The senses
After sight, hearing and touch are the most important senses
for visually impaired persons (Geruschat & Smith, 1997) .

Hearing is used to determine if there is other traffic, where it
comes from and what its nature is. By listening to passersby,
the direction of the road can often be determined . Some traf-
fic lights have an audio signal to indicate walking and stop-
ping. Some people can use echolocation to detect objects .

Touch is used for walking with a white cane, for feeling
different textures on the surface like the difference between
pavement and grass, for feeling the speed of travel through
proprioception and for feeling the position of the body and
relate it to objects in the world such as a chair. The white
cane has many uses, including finding a guide strip, finding
a physical guide such as a patch of grass or a wall along the
side of the curb, detecting obstacles directly ahead, detecting
the surface texture, and detecting changes in surface angle or
sudden drops of surface levels .

The modalities
The auditory modality is quite rich; differences between du-
ration, pitch, timbre, loudness and location can be detected .
A disadvantage of the auditory modality is that it can be
masked by a noisy environment . It can also interfere be-
cause visually impaired persons use their hearing quite in-
tensively when travelling. Most navigation systems use the
auditory modality, so if a guidance system also uses the au-
ditory modality, there will be more interference .

An advantage of the tactile modality is that it does not in-
terfere with the sound of the environment . It also does not
interfere with navigation systems with an auditory interface,
except possibly at the attention level. People with a hearing
disability will still be able to use a tactile interface . A dis-
advantage of the tactile modality is that some people do not
like systems that use tactile vibrations .

The guidance system
In this experiment, we have a guidance system which uses
two display modalities : auditory and tactile . The guidance
system uses two shoulder mounted speakers (left and right)
and two shoulder mounted vibration devices (left and right) .
It uses two different auditory modes : verbal and tonal, which
results in three different versions. The verbal modality is a
spoken message : "left" and "right" on both speakers, the
tonal modality uses a tone on the left speaker or on the right
speaker and the tactile modality uses a vibration on the left
or right shoulder.

The verbal messages use a male voice and the duration for
either left or right is less than a second. The tone was cre-
ated in MATLAB . It uses multiple frequencies with a base
frequency of 400 Hertz : 400• {1, 3, 5, . . ., 19} ={400,1200,
2000, . . ., 7600} Hertz. The tone sounds somewhat like a
bell, starting at a high sound level but then dropping quickly.
This is achieved by multiplying the value at each sampling
point x of the sound with a negative exponential: e--xl T
where T is a quarter of the duration in seconds . The dura-
tion of the tone is 400 milliseconds and it is approximately
equally loud as the verbal modality at an equal volume . The
vibration has a 500 milliseconds duration. All signals are
repeated once every two seconds, i .e. at a frequency of 0 .5
Hertz, as long as the participant is outside the predefined
path .

The three different versions will be referred to as modalities .
Each version of the guidance system (each modality) has its
own advantages and disadvantages which will be detailed in
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the next three paragraphs .

A verbal guidance system has the advantage that many peo-
ple are already used to systems that use the verbal modality .
The disadvantage of speech is that it takes a relatively long
time to pronounce a message, and it often takes some men-
tal effort to understand the message . However, given the
simplicity of the signals of the guidance system these disad-
vantages might not be so important .

A tonal guidance system has the advantage that a relatively
short signal can be given, which can use multiple frequen-
cies to prevent masking. Also, there is a natural mapping
between the side at which the sound is perceived and the side
to which the user should turn. The disadvantage of tones is
that only a limited number of messages can be successfully
encoded into different sounds . However, since the guidance
system has a limited number of signals this might not be an
important disadvantage .

A tactile guidance system has the advantage that it does not
interfere with the sounds of the environment . It is also less
obtrusive as the system cannot be heard by others . The touch
sense is also quite rich, but this is not necessary for a guid-
ance system with only two signals . It also has a natural map-
ping .

Technological implementation
The ideal technological implementation of a guidance sys-
tem is not one of our research questions . However, it may be
worthwhile to note some of the technological options avail-
able for implementing a guidance system .

There are two broad classes of solutions : global and local .
Global solutions use satellite positioning systems, like GPS
and Galileo . Local solutions use locally available technolo-
gies that work in a limited area, like infrared light .

GPS & Galileo
GPS is often used in navigation devices, however, it is not
accurate and reliable enough for use in a guidance system .
An off-the-shelf standalone GPS receiver has a probabil-
ity of 95% that the signal is accurate to within 22 .5 metres
(Alkan, Karaman, & Sahin, 2005) . Randell, Djiallis, and
Muller (2003) note that centimetre accuracy is possible with
a dual frequency GPS receiver using Real Time Kinematic
(RTK) techniques, also known as Differential GPS (DGPS),
a local base station and a clear view of the sky . Since there
is no local base station present in most situations and the
view of the sky may be obstructed by buildings, such a high
level of accuracy can not be maintained reliably. Although
it should be noted that there appear to be some Dutch initia-
tives to start a network of ground stations for RTK purposes,
such as GlobalNET and AgroSPIN . They require specific de-
vices to utilise the signals sent by the ground stations and do
not negate the problem of buildings obstructing the view of
the sky.

The reliability and accuracy of the European Galileo pro-
gram are expected to be higher than the current version of

GPS; in response to this, the USA is modernising its GPS
system. If the signal from the orbital satellites is boosted
so that it penetrates through buildings, if the frequency of
the channel is protected (which it currently is not) so that
there is less interference, and if there is a sufficient number
of base stations, then sufficient accuracy and reliability may
be achieved for use in a guidance system . If receivers use
signals from both GPS and Galileo at the same time, accu-
racy and reliability increase even more. These options may
be better than what we currently have but it is as of yet un-
known if they will provide sufficient accuracy and reliability
for use in a guidance system .

Dead reckoning
As an alternative to installing a grid of base stations, GPS
and Galileo can also be augmented with inertial systems .
Such systems usually combine relatively low cost magneto-
meters, gyroscopes and accelerometers with high level pro-
cessing (Randell et al., 2003). Essentially, these systems
work by continuously using information about heading and
acceleration or speed to (re)calculate the current position,
also known as dead reckoning systems (DRS). So, at regu-
lar intervals, the system measures the acceleration and the
heading, and updates the position . As a small error in mea-
surement is almost unavoidable ; this error translates into an
error in the calculation of the position . This is a cumulative
process: as the position is updated more often, the position
will gradually become less accurate . This means that DRSs
are very accurate in the short range but less accurate in the
long range. However, when intelligently combined with in-
formation from a GPS or Galileo system, the long range ef-
fects of a DRS can be negated. One option for combining
this information is a Kalman filter (Maybeck, 1979).

Infrared
Infrared systems use a beacon that emits infrared light and a
receiver that can detect infrared light ; these systems work
similarly to an infrared remote control . Ross and Blasch
(2002) used an altered beacon and receiver from a VCR .
They altered the beacon so that the system had a range of
85 feet in conditions with much sunlight . The beacon was
placed at the target location, and the participants wore a re-
ceiver. They placed blinders on either side of the sensor
to make it directionally sensitive . When facing the signal
source, turning the torso or head by more than 5° caused a
change in the signal. This allowed the participants to suc-
cessfully cross the street.

One possible disadvantage of infrared systems is that they
are relatively easily obstructed by objects on the road (signs,
lights, etc .) and traffic (cars, trucks, etc .). This may be par-
tially resolved by placing the beacon in a higher location,
such as on top of a traffic light . An obvious advantage is the
broad availability and low price of such systems.

Research Questions
For this research, we want to use a "Wizard of Oz" setup to
emulate an electronic guidance system for visually impaired
persons which provides guidance on specific parts of a route
where no other guides are present . Wizard of Oz means that
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the signals given to the participant are not determined by
a computer system but directly controlled by a person : the
wizard. Given this setup, we ask the following questions .

First, does a guidance system offer an improvement over the
current situation without a guidance system .

Second, what is the effect of the display modality (verbal,
tonal, tactile) of a guidance system on the usability (effec-
tiveness, efficiency, satisfaction) .

Finally, we want to know what differences in the usability of
the guidance system are found between persons with differ-
ent types of visual impairment .

METHODOLOGY

Participants
A total of 18 participants performed the experiment. The
first three participants took part in a pilot version of the ex-
periment in order to try out the experiment and further train
the wizard . The final version of the experiment thus had 15
participants of which the data could be analysed, five female
and ten male . Two of the participants had a guide dog, but
since guide dogs were not allowed to be used during the ex-
periment, they used a cane . The age of the 15 participants
ranged between 35 and 72 with a mean of 54 .93 .

We distinguished five types of visual impairment . Four par-
ticipants were born completely blind, three participants be-
came completely blind somewhere after birth, five partic-
ipants were "legally blind", two were partially sighted, two
were partially sighted but reported being able to see the lines
on the road . Legally blind is a term used in the Netherlands
to signify people who are not completely blind, but see so
little that the law considers them to be blind . Usually this
means that these people have only some dark/light percep-
tion, but cannot distinguish any shapes or objects .

Initially, emails with invitations to join the experiment were
sent to 22 people who had participated in an earlier related
student project . Someone then forwarded the email message
to two internet groups for visually impaired people, one on
yahoo and one on google . Also, two organisations for vi-
sually impaired people were contacted. Sensis placed the
invitation onto their website and Viziris placed the invitation
into a newsletter for their mobility instructors . Besides this,
it is clear from the testimony of some of the participants that
"word of mouth" was also a reason for some people to join
the experiment .

Design
The experiment consisted of two parts . The first part was
crossing a very large, busy and complex intersection (see
figure 1) . The second part was finding a point in a calm and
quiet park (see figure 2) . In both parts, the experiment had
four conditions ; one for each of the three modalities of the
guidance system and one for the baseline condition without
a guidance system .

Figure 1 . The complex and busy intersection where the first part of the
experiment took place.

Figure 2 . The quiet park where the second part of the experiment took
place.

Part 1 : Intersection
The intersection was specifically chosen for the character-
istics that made it difficult to cross . The streets of the in-
tersection did not connect at a right angle so the crosswalks
were not perpendicular to traffic . Moreover, the four cross-
walks of the intersection were not straight, but often had a
bend somewhere in the middle . The participants made four
rounds at the intersection, each round consisting of taking
four crosswalks in a circular fashion so that the participants
ended where they started . For three of the rounds, the par-
ticipants used a guidance system with one of the modalities
(verbal, tonal, tactile) and for one of the rounds they walked
without a guidance system . The order of the modalities, in-
cluding the round without guidance system, was different for
each participant to correct for a learning effect .

Part 2: Park
The park had a level field of grass, containing only a few
small trees far apart, and two goal posts . The trees and goal
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Figure 3. The crosswalk with crosswalk lines (white dotted line on the
asphalt) and refuge islands.

posts did not affect the experiment as they were far apart and
were never directly encountered by the participants . The par-
ticipant walked over four randomly created paths on the field
of grass of the park . Each path had a distance of 24 .25 me-
tres. For three of the paths, the participant used a guidance
system with one of the modalities (verbal, tonal, tactile) and
for one of the paths they walked without a guidance system .
The order of the modalities was the same as the order used
at the intersection, and therefore also different between par-
ticipants.

Measures
In this experiment, we wanted to know more of the usabil-
ity of the guidance system. ISO 9441 splits usability up into
three parts : effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction . Also,
we used "sense of direction" and "self report mobility" as
explanatory variables which are both indications of skill in
travel. Persons with higher travel skills could score differ-
ently from people with lower travel skills . Beside these,
we recorded common variables which need little explanation
such as gender and age . Since the participants were visually
impaired, all questions that were asked were not presented
to the participant on paper but were read out aloud . The
answers were written down on the appropriate pages of the
observation form .

Effectiveness
Effectiveness was measured by looking at the number of de-
viations from the path of the crosswalk . To do this, the cross-
walk lines and refuge islands on the intersection were used
(see figure 3) .

The different types of deviations, in increasing order of sever-
ity, are:

a On line: the participant stands wholly or partly on the
crosswalk line

b Over line: the participant is wholly outside of the cross-
walk lines

c Wizard intervention : the wizard intervenes by setting the
participant back on the crosswalk in the proper direction

d Missed target: When crossing a large intersection like the
one used in the experiment, there are several refuge is-
lands where pedestrians can wait for traffic lights and/or
traffic to pass and there is a final target (destination) on the
curb of the other side of the crossing . Missed target means
that the participant misses one of the refuge islands or the
final target of the crossing and is corrected by the wizard,
similar to the wizard intervention.

When someone walked over the line (deviation b), it was
only recorded as `over line', not as 'on line, over line, on
line', because the two instances of `on line' are already im-
plied. A wizard intervention was needed in situations where
the participant was in danger of walking into other traffic
or if the participant deviated so much that it was unlikely
the crosswalk would be found again . Missed target implies
a wizard intervention, as in most cases, a participant that
missed the refuge island would not find the crosswalk again .

These four types of deviations were tallied, weighted and
then summated to create the deviation variable . The weight
equation was : deviation = la + 2b + 4c + 6d.

Efficiency
Efficiency is measured by looking at the time it took peo-
ple to cross the intersection and the mental load they ex-
perienced while doing it . Video material was taken from
a webcam in the backpack of the participant. This mate-
rial was used to collect the time taken for each crossing .
The time measurement includes only time spent walking, not
time spent waiting for traffic lights, etc .

Satisfaction
Satisfaction was measured by asking four questions after
each of the three rounds of the intersection that the partic-
ipant used the guidance system. The four questions were :

1 . The guidance system with [modality] helps me travel more
safely

2. I would use the guidance system with [modality] regularly

3. The guidance system with [modality] helps me travel fas-
ter

4. The guidance system with [modality] is pleasant to use

A scale from 0 to 100 was used, where 0 is strong dis-
agreement, 50 is a neutral opinion, and 100 is strong agree-
ment. Again, this scale was chosen because Dutch people
rate school grades on a similar scale, from 0 to 10, so it
should be familiar. The scale was not chosen to be a negative
value for disagreement because it is so outspokenly negative
and some people might want to avoid taking such a nega-
tive position. If there was still some confusion, it would be
calmly explained to participants that 50 is neutral, below 50
is disagreement and above 50 is agreement .

Also, at the end of the experiment participants were asked
which modality of the guidance system they preferred fore-
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most, which one thereafter, and why for both cases . Leaving
only the third modality, which was obviously be the least
attractive option .

Task load
The task load was measured using an simplified version of
the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) . This measure is
divided into two parts .

The first part consists of asking four questions after each
round of the intersection. The four questions were: "How
much workload did you experience on a scale of 0 to 100,
where at 0 the task is very easy and everything almost hap-
pens on its own, and at 100 the task is extremely hard to the
point where you cannot continue . How much workload did
you experience for [type]", where type was: mental work-
load, physical workload, time pressure and frustration con-
secutively. Again, this scale was chosen because Dutch peo-
ple rate school grades on a similar scale, from 0 to 10, so it
should be familiar.

In the second part, participants ranked the importance of the
four types of workload for the entire experiment . This was
done by taking all six unique combinations of two types ;
asking the participant to choose which of the two types was
more relevant to the whole experiment for each of the six
combinations .

Sense of direction
The sense of direction was measured using an altered ver-
sion of the Santa Barbara Sense Of Direction scale (SB-
SOD) (Hegarty, Richardson, Montello, Lovelace, & Sub-
biah, 2002), where all questions related to seeing were re-
moved, leaving 12 of the original 15 questions . A three
point scale was used : "yes", "no" and "neutral" . The an-
swers were transformed to points (-1, 0, 1) depending on
whether a question was in the negative or positive, and the
points were summed up for each participant. A higher score
would indicate a higher sense of direction .

Self report mobility
Participants were asked to rate their own mobility on a scale
from 0 to 100, where 0 is not mobile and 100 is very mobile .
This scale was chosen because Dutch people rate school grades
on a similar scale, from 0 to 10, so it should be familiar .

Visual impairment
To be able to perform a statistical test, the 5 types of visual
impairment were reduced to two: blind persons and partially
sighted persons . In the blind person group were both the
participants who were born blind, and those who became
blind. The rest, who all had some vision left, were placed in
the partially sighted group .

Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of two separate computer systems .
One system for the wizard and one system for the partic-
ipant. The systems communicated through an ad-hoc wifi
wireless network.

The system of the wizard was a small form factor, light
weight computer system worn in a special vest with large
pockets. The system was the Raon Vega, an ultra portable
PC (UPPC). This system contained a client program, custom
built in Borland C++ Studio 6. The client program connected
to the server program of the computer worn by the partici-
pant by way of a TCP/IP client socket. The client program
sent all characters entered on a Bluetooth keypad to the sys-
tem of the participant . This enabled the wizard to securely
keep the computer in a pocket while holding the wireless
keypad in one hand for controlling the guidance system .

The system of the participant was a small Averatec notebook
which was mounted into a backpack with a small wooden
frame inside. The wooden frame also housed a Philips we-
bcam at the bottom of the backpack, a Velleman K8055 in-
terface card and batteries. The webcam filmed the partic-
ipant's feet during the experiment. The interface card was
connected to the Averatec with a usb cable, so that the soft-
ware on the notebook could activate and deactivate the tac-
tile actuator. The interface card was placed in a small plastic
box together with two small amplifiers for the audio actua-
tors. Two small battery packs powered the tactile and audio
actuators. The Averatec ran a custom built TCP/IP server
program (also in Borland C++ Studio 6 .0) . The server pro-
gram listened on the server socket for incoming characters .
When a predefined character came in, the server would ini-
tiate an action, such as play a sound or start a small tactile
actuator. If, for example, the wizard pressed the number 2 on
the keypad, a signal for "left" was played either auditorily or
tactually, depending on the current modality.

Procedure
Before the experiment began, the gender, age, visual im-
pairment, sense of direction and self report mobility were
recorded for each participant .

Intersection
For this part of the experiment, the participant crossed the in-
tersection with two experimenters . One of the experimenters
was the wizard who controlled the signals that the participant
received. The wizard was always within arms reach of the
participant and watched out for deviations from the path of
the crosswalk that were possibly dangerous and monitored
the interaction of the participant with other traffic, interven-
ing when necessary. The second experimenter was the ob-
server who observed how the participant crossed the inter-
section and filled in the observation form . The observation
form contained a schematic picture of each crosswalk onto
which the observer drew the exact path of the participant .
The form also contained the four categories of deviations
from the path, as detailed in the measures section, where the
observer could tally deviations .

Before each crossing, the participant was set at a fixed begin-
ning position on the curb and faced toward the crosswalk .
The participant then received initial instructions . First, the
participant was told to walk to the curb at the other side of
the crosswalk (the final target), received a short explanation
about how many car lanes there were for that crosswalk and
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was told how many traffic lights and refuge islands would be
encountered . During these initial instructions the participant
was also informed of the nature of the traffic lights . If the
traffic light had an auditory signal to indicate a green or red
light, the participant was informed of this and was asked to
use the signal . Similarly, if the traffic light had a button, the
participant would be asked to press it . While crossing, the
participant was reminded by the wizard to press the button
of the traffic lights when and where appropriate . When there
was no audible traffic control, the wizard would indicate the
onset of the crossing interval .

After each full round of the three rounds where the partici-
pant walked with a guidance system, the observer asked sev-
eral questions pertaining to satisfaction . After each of the
four of the rounds, the observer also asked about the task
load. The questions about task load and satisfaction are de-
tailed in the measures section .

Park
Before this part of the experiment began, the observer laid
out a "course" by randomly marking 5 equidistant points
upon the field, making sure that there was a direct unob-
structed path between all consecutive points. By using a
rope, each point was measured to be exactly 24 .25 metres
from the previous point. The participant would start at an
initial point, and was faced to the target point . Then the par-
ticipant was instructed to start walking, with or without the
guidance system, and was stopped by the wizard when the
participant was on or next to the target point . The observer
measured the distance between the centre of the participant's
feet and the target point in centimetres and fill in this infor-
mation onto the observation form . The target point would
become the next starting point, and the point after it would
become the next target point.

RESULTS

Intersection
Of the 15 participants who performed the experiment, there
was one participant who had no deviation scores at all as
this person walked "perfectly" . The data for that participant
was not usable so 14 participants remained for the deviations
measure, but all 15 participants are used for the other mea-
sures .

Effectiveness
The deviation per modality is shown in figure 4 . A square
root transformation was performed to this variable to equalise
the variance across modalities . A one-way repeated mea-
sures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used . The within-
subjects conditions were MODALITY(verbal, tonal, tactile,
none). The main effect for modality was significant with :
F=35.686, df=3, p=0 .000. A post-hoc Least Significant Dif-
ference (LSD) test showed that there was a significant differ-
ence between the baseline and the modalities : verbal (mean
difference=3.754; p=0.000), tonal (mean difference=3 .451 ;
p=0.000), tactile (mean difference=3.713 ; p=0.000). There
was no significant difference between the three modalities
themselves.
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Figure 4. Deviation per modality, after square root transformation .
The diamonds are the Mean, the bars are two Standard Error of Mean
(SEM) up and two SEM down, n=14.

For robustness, we also tried a different weighting for the
four types of deviations where the order of the weights stayed
the same but the actual weights were 1, 2, 3, 4 instead of 1,
2, 4, 6. The results were the same . We also tried adding the
data for the participant with a perfect score, i .e . nil devia-
tions for all three modalities and the baseline . This didn't
affect the outcome either.

Efficiency
The task load per modality is shown in figure 5 . A one-
way repeated measures ANOVA was used with MODAL-
ITY(verbal, tonal, tactile, none) as within-subjects variable .
The main effect of modality was significant (F=10.288; df=3 ;
p=0.000). A post-hoc LSD test showed that there was a sig-
nificant difference between the baseline and the modalities :
tactile (mean difference=167.67; p=0.001), tonal (mean dif-
ference-- 118.00; p=0.017), verbal (mean difference=140 .33 ;
p=0.001). There was also a difference between the tactile
and tonal modalities (mean difference=49 .667; p=0 .046) .

The time taken to cross the intersection four times is shown
in figure 6. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA with
MODALITY(verbal, tonal, tactile, none) was not significant
(F=1 .066; df=3 ; p=0.374). There was no difference between
modalities in terms of the time it took to cross the intersec-
tion four times .

Satisfaction
The satisfaction per modality is shown in figure 7 . A re-
peated measures one-way ANOVA was used with MODAL-
ITY(verbal, tonal, tactile). This was significant (F=3 .529 ;
df=2; p=0.043) . As can be seen in figure 7, this is because
the satisfaction of the verbal modality is significantly higher
than that of both the tonal and tactile modality. A post-
hoc LSD test confirms this with a difference between verbal
and tactile (mean difference= 43 .333; p=0.037) and a dif-
ference between verbal and tonal (mean difference=-45 .000 ;
p=0.043) .

A ranking of preference was created by all 15 participants .
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Figure 5 . Task load per modality. Mean f 2 SEM, n=15.
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Figure 7. Satisfaction per modality. Mean f 2 SEM, n=15 .
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Figure 6 . Time to cross the intersection four times per modality, in
seconds. Mean f 2 SEM, n=15.

Each modality was then scored as follows . A modality re-
ceives three points for each time it was first-choice, two
points for each time it was second-choice and one point for
each time it was third choice . This gives the following scores :
tactile = 35, verbal = 33, tonal = 22 . This means that tac-
tile accounts for 38.89% of all points, verbal accounts for
36.67% and tonal accounts for 24.44% .

Park
In the park the distances between where the participant ended
and the target were measured for each modality . Since the
variance was not equal for all modalities, a loglo transfor-
mation of the distance was used, which corrected this while
keeping values easier to interpret and plot compared to the
natural logarithm. The distances are displayed in figure 8 . A
repeated measures one-way ANOVA was used with MODAL-
ITY(verbal, tonal, tactile, none) . This was significant (F
=21 .085; df=3 ; p=0.000). A post-hoc LSD showed that there
was a difference between the baseline and the modalities :
tactile (mean difference=1 .655; p=0.000), tonal (mean dif-
ference=1.396; p=0.000), verbal (mean difference= 1 .086; p
=0.000). There was also a difference between the verbal and
tactile modalities (mean difference=0 .568; p=0.037) .

I I
verbal tonal tactile none

Figure 8. Park distance per modality, in centimetres on a logio scale .
Mean f 2 SEM, n=15.

Visual impairment
The differences between blind and partially sighted partici-
pants are displayed in table 2. The table shows the results
of a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) with VI-
SUAL IMPAIRMENT(blind, partially sighted) and five de-
pendent variables. A In transformation was performed to the
task load measure to equalise the variance of the two groups .
For this experiment, there were no significant differences be-
tween the groups of blind and partially sighted persons .

measure
deviation
time
task load
satisfaction
park distance

p-value
0.433
0.591
0.106
0.672
0.495

Table 2. Results of MANOVA with a VISUAL IMPAIRMENT(blind,
partially sighted) factor, n(blind) = n(partially sighted) = 7, a= 0 .05 .

DISCUSSION
Even a simple guidance system like the one used for this re-
search is a significant improvement over the situation with-
out a guidance system (modality none), in terms of the num-
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ber of errors (deviations from the crosswalk), accuracy (dis-
tance in park) and task load. The guidance system was not
an improvement in terms of time.

On average, the tactile modality had the highest accuracy
and the least task load . Post hoc testing showed that it had
significantly greater accuracy than the verbal modality but
not the tonal modality, and a significantly lower task load
than the tonal modality but not the verbal modality . So it
does not have a significantly lower task load than both the
other modalities, but only one . Similarly, it does not have
a significantly greater accuracy than both the other modal-
ities, but only one. Also, the effect size was rather small
and the significance not very strong. While it is possible that
there is a real difference, these results are not very convinc-
ing that the tactile modality is superior in terms of usability
compared to the other modalities .

This brings us to the conclusion that there were no differ-
ences between the modalities (verbal, tonal, tactile) of the
guidance system in terms of errors, accuracy and task load .
There was a significant effect of display modality on satis-
faction ; the verbal modality scored significantly higher than
the tactile and tonal modalities . This effect was small, how-
ever, and the significance was not very strong. When asked
which modality was preferred, the tactile modality scored
slightly higher. This difference may be explained by noting
that many participants commented that they liked the ver-
bal modality because many other devices use it and they
are used to it. In essence, the satisfaction score might be
based upon a preconceived attitude towards devices with a
verbal modality as participants were not asked to compare
the modality to the other modalities but were simply asked
to rate it . When asked to compare a modality to the other
modalities that were used in the experiment, as was done
with the preference measure, this preconception may be less
influential .

For two reasons, we had anticipated that auditory modali-
ties might perform less well on a busy intersection . Since
hearing is used for other tasks during the crossing the in-
tersection, it may be that people have less time or attention
to listen to it, and thus make more mistakes . Second, since
the noise level is fairly high at the intersection (70 dBA) one
might expect that certain sounds would be masked and thus
missed. However, neither factor seems to have been of im-
portance . This is probably because a) the speakers were suf-
ficiently loud to be heard at all times so that masking was
not an issue b) there was little to memorise so that no ef-
fort was needed for recollection c) since there were only two
actions to choose from, the Hick-Hyman law states that reac-
tion speed should be fast (Wickens et al., 2004) and d) since
there were only two signals, distinguishing between signals
did not require much attention .

Two of the modalities had a natural mapping, but this has
made no discernable difference in the results . Both the tonal
and the tactile modality gave a signal on the left side to signal
that the user should turn a little to the left, and signal to the
right side to signal that the user should turn a little to the

right. This could be explained by the fact that many visually
impaired people have much more experience with a verbal
modality in other devices .

We also looked at the self report mobility and sense of di-
rection measures to see if they could be used as covariables .
There was no correlation with any of the dependent variables
except for one. There was a possible correlation between
sense of direction and the time taken to cross the intersec-
tion . If that is the case, sense of direction is the only variable
that had an effect on time . However, since we compared all
possible correlations, this result may have arisen coinciden-
tally . As only one possible correlation is found, self report
mobility and sense of direction should not be very good co-
variables .

No significant differences were found between persons with
different visual impairment for the measures errors, time,
task load, satisfaction and accuracy. This is possibly caused
by aggregating the five types of visual impairment into two
groups because otherwise the groups would be too small,
which could effectively cancel out possible differences be-
tween the five groups . And even five types of visual impair-
ment are probably too few, as there are other important types
with unique pathologies like loss of central vision, loss of
peripheral vision, etc . Many more participants are needed to
examine the possible effects of the major types of visual im-
pairments on the use of an EWA . Further research is needed.

The results show that it does not matter which modality is
chosen when building a guidance system as simple as the one
used for this research. People with a hearing disability can
use a tactile modality in the assurance that usability remains
equal to that of the auditory modality. However, when us-
ing a more complex guidance system with more signals, dif-
ferences between the modalities could emerge as confusion
becomes more likely. Edworthy and Adams (1996, p. 158)
note that : "Another central psychological problem associ-
ated with the typical usage of auditory warnings is that they
are confusing [. . . J because the meaning cannot be spelled
out in the same way that it can for verbal warnings [. . . I Au-
ditory warnings may be confusing because there are simply
too many of them to remember Several of them may sound
similar to one another or they may be associated with simi-
lar situations. They may never have been properly learned,
and they may be inappropriate in some way such as being
unnecessarily urgent and badly matched to their referents ."

By specifically tuning the sound that reaches the left and
right ear, the illusion of a beacon can be created . Such an
auditory beacon was tried by Ross and Blasch (2002). They
performed an experiment very similar to this one . Their sys-
tem used three different modalities : 3D sound beacon[sic]
(actually, they used a 2D sound beacon; a 3D beacon would
also have a height dimension), speech (left and right) and tap
(left and right). Their results were strikingly different from
those of this experiment. They found that the tapping ver-
sion had a better performance, followed by the sound bea-
con. Speech had the worst performance by far.
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In our results, there was little evidence to suggest that the
tactile modality actually performed better than the other mo-
dalities, while their results suggest it performed much better
than the other modalities . It is noteworthy that they used dif-
ferent statistical methods . Instead of using the real values of
their findings, they ranked their results and then performed
multiple t-tests on those rankings .

If we suppose that the incongruity does not come from the
difference in the statistical analysis, then the most likely ex-
planation would be a difference in the experiment or sample .
First, they sent their signals continuously, at 1 .43 Hertz for
the tapping and sound beacon version and 0 .77 Hertz for the
speech version. We sent a signal only if the user walked
over a boundary of the pathway, and at a repeat frequency of
0.5 Hertz until the participant found the pathway again. Our
frequency is closer to most naturally occurring systems that
people are required to track like planes and cars (Wickens et
al., 2004, p . 234) . The influence of the frequency depends on
how much the direction of the signal varies, because of body
position for example . Greater variation in direction leads to
a higher workload or to more errors when frequencies are
higher as the signals become harder to track. Second, their
experiment was performed at a less complicated intersection
than ours. Finally, their participants were older on average
than ours, were all veterans and had a different nationality .

In future research, a guidance system could be used in con-
junction with a navigation system and an obstacle detection
system to see how well the systems work together .
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Appendix A: Observation Form



PROEFPERSOON

18



Vragenlijst inleidend richtingsgids
Proefpersoon nummer : 18

Weersomstandigheid :

Leeftijd:
Geslacht:
Welk soort visuele beperking heeft u?

[blind / slechtziend]
als slechtziend, dan [beperking gezichtsveld / beperking gezichtsscherpte]
restvisus:

Hoe lang heeft u een visuele beperking?
Heeft u andere zintuiglijke beperkingen?

Gaat u vaak op reis?
Reist u wel eens met het openbaar vervoer (zo ja, hoe vaak)?
Welk cijfer zou u uw mobiliteit geven tussen de 0 en de 100?
Heeft u een electronisch navigatiesysteem, zoals de victor trekker of de tom-tom?

Indien ja, welk systeem heeft u en gebruikt u dit navigatiesysteem vaak?

Overig commentaar :

bouwbulp /
emté

Ovetstxk 2

bam

loveisteek 1

~ssalou

Umrsreek 4

café



Proefpersoon nummer : 18

richtingsgevoel

Geef aan of u het eens bent met de volgende stelling

ja nee neutraal

Ik ben goed in het geven van route aanwijzingen

Ik onthou slecht waar ik dingen laat

Ik ben heel goed in het inschatten van afstanden

Mijn gevoel voor richting is heel goed

Ik denk aan mijn omgeving in termen van compasrichtingen (N, Z, 0,
W)
Ik raak makkelijk verdwaald in een nieuwe stad

Ik ben goed in het begrijpen van route aanwijzingen

Het is belangrijk om te weten waar ik ben

Ik laat meestal iemand anders de route plannen voor lange reizen

Ik kan een route meestal onthouden nadat ik hem eenmaal heb gereisd

Ik heb een goede mentale kaart van mijn omgeving

Nu geven we even een korte inleiding tot het experiment. Bij dit experiment onderzoeken we de
richtingsgids . Dit systeem geeft korte boodschappen voor "links" en "rechts". Het is de bedoeling dat u
bij een signaal van de richtingsgids een heel klein beetje naar links of rechts draait, dus een kleine
hoek. Hierbij is het de bedoeling dat u gewoon loopt zoals u altijd doet, waarbij u dus let op geluiden,
de stok gebruikt, etc. Er zijn drie versies van de richtingsgids : een versie met spraak, een versie met
tonen en een versie met trillingen . Dat kunnen we nu even uitproberen . [voordoen en korte oefening]
Tijdens het experiment zijn we met drie proefleiders. Één stuurt het navigatiesysteem aan, één filmt dit
experiment, één waakt voor de veiligheid . Het experiment bestaat uit twee delen. In het eerste deel
proberen we een punt te vinden op een veld . In het tweede deel steken we een kruispunt over. Beide
onderdelen doen we 4 keer : met spraak, tonen, trillingen en zonder richtingsgids .

bouwlulp/
enAé

Oveisteek 2

bxm

qssalon \

Overs[eek 4

Cafe



Observatieformulier richtingsgids

fietspad

fietspad

stoep

1-4

stoep

Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit : trillingen

Ronde : 1
Oversteek : 1

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep :

bouw**
Cod bam

~ Overstak 2

(lv .rterk i I

jssxlon

IOvecstcek 1

Overslak 4

café



eind

fietspad

stoep
Proefpersoon : 18
Modaliteit : trillingen

Ronde : 1
Oversteek : 2

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep :

knop 1 :

knop 2 :

rateltikker:

fietspad

stoep

bouwbulp /
emté

1 Oversteek 2

Ovusteek 3 I

bam

lovesteek i

qssalon

Ovetsteek 4



stoep

fietspad

fietspad

stoep

Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit : trillingen

Ronde : 1
Oversteek : 3

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist :

Preventieve ingreep :

rateltikker :

bouwhulp ~
emté

Oveateek 2

Ovecsteek 3

Overalcek 4

bam

café



eind

fietspad

stoep
Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit : trillingen

Ronde: 1
Oversteek: 4

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep :

knop 1 :

knop 2 :

begin

fietspad

stoep

boowàdp~
enRé

~ Oversfeek 2

Oversteek

11

barn

IOveisteek 1

qssalon

Oversteek 4

café



Vragenlijst tussendoor
Proefpersoon nummer: 18
Modaliteit : trillingen

We willen ook vragen hoe u het lopen met dit systeem ervaart wat betreft mentale inspanning, fysieke
inspanning, frustratie en tijdsdruk . Stelt u zich een schaal voor van 0 tot 100%. 0% is als alles prettig en
als vanzelf gaat. 100% is als het ondraaglijk zwaar en moeilijk wordt, en dat u het bijltje er bij neer
moet gooien.

mentale inspanning

fysieke inspanning

tijdsdruk

frustatie

In hoeverre bent u het met de volgende stellingen eens? 0= geheel oneens, 100 = geheel eens

De richtingsgids met trillingen helpt mij veiliger te reizen

Ik zou de richtingsgids met trillingen regelmatig gebruiken

Door de richtingsgids met trillingen ben ik sneller

De richtingsgids met trillingen is plezierig om te gebruiken

óouwLulp /
-ti

~ Oversteek 2

OvcMcek 3 I

bam

IOversteek I

ssalon

Ove.aceek a



eind

begin

fietspad

fietspad

stoep

stoep

Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit: geen

Ronde: 2
Oversteek: 1

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep :

bouw" /
em[é

{psetou

Oversteek 2

Oversteek 4

bam

café



fietspad

stoep

;_~. LIJJ

fietspad

stoep

Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit: geen

Ronde: 2
Oversteek: 2

Op streep:

Over streep:

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep :

knop 1 :

knop 2 :

rateltikker :

bouw•hdp ~
emté

Oversteek 2

Oversteek 3

'psalm
Oversteek 4

bam

café



Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit : geen

Ronde: 2
Oversteek: 3

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep :

rateltikker :

stoep

begin

fietspad

fietspad

stoep nouwh* ~
emté

~ Ovexsteek 2

Oversteek 3 I

t-

oversteek 1

Oversteek 4

café



fietspad

stoep
Proefpersoon : 18
Modaliteit : geen

Ronde : 2
Oversteek : 4

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist :

Preventieve ingreep:

knop 1 :

knop 2 :

fietspad

stoep

bouwhulp /
emté

~ Overstak 2

Oversteek 3 I

bam

IOvetateek I

yssalou

Wersceek 4

caf6



Vragenlijst tussendoor
Proefpersoon nummer : 18
Modaliteit : geen

We willen ook vragen hoe u het lopen met dit systeem ervaart wat betreft mentale inspanning, fysieke
inspanning, frustratie en tijdsdruk . Stelt u zich een schaal voor van 0 tot 100% . 0% is als alles prettig en
als vanzelf gaat. 100% is als het ondraaglijk zwaar en moeilijk wordt, en dat u het bijltje er bij neer
moet gooien.

mentale inspanning

fysieke inspanning

tijdsdruk

frustatie

In hoeverre bent u het met de volgende stellingen eens? 0= geheel oneens, 100 = geheel eens

De richtingsgids met geen helpt mij veiliger te reizen

Ik zou de richtingsgids met geen regelmatig gebruiken

Door de richtingsgids met geen ben ik sneller

De richtingsgids met geen is plezierig om te gebruiken

bouwhulp
e.1é

Oventeek 3

Oversteek 2

iJSSSIon \

Oventeek 4

bam

czfé



Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit: spraak

eind

fietspad

stoep

fietspad

stoep

Ronde: 3
Oversteek: 1

Op streep:

Over streep:

Vluchtheuvel gemist :

Preventieve ingreep :

buuwmJp ~
enté

~ Ovestak 2

Oversteek 3 I

barn

I0-teek I

i7ssalon

Werstak 4

café



stoep
Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit : spraak

Ronde : 3
Oversteek : 2

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist :

Preventieve ingreep :

knop 1 :

knop 2 :

rateltikker :

7

begin

fietspad

VIA stoep

bouwlu IP /
ent"

I Ovels[eek 2

Oversreek 3

1

barn

IOvecsteek I

yssalon ~

Oversteek \~4

café



Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit : spraak

Ronde: 3
Oversteek : 3

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep :

rateltikker:

eind

fietspad

stoep

_,

begin

fietspad

stoep boUN'104 /
e.16

~ Oversteek 2

Oveisteek 3 I

barn

IOvenYcek 1

qssalon

Oveisceek 4

café



fietspad

stoep
Proefpersoon : 18
Modaliteit : spraak

Ronde : 3
Oversteek : 4

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep :

knop 1 :

knop 2 :

begin

fietspad

stoep

bouwhdp/
erW

~ Overateek 2

Oversteek

11

psalm

b=

(Oventeek I

Oversteek \~4



Vragenlijst tussendoor
Proefpersoon nummer : 18
Modaliteit: spraak

We willen ook vragen hoe u het lopen met dit systeem ervaart wat betreft mentale inspanning, fysieke
inspanning, frustratie en tijdsdruk. Stelt u zich een schaal voor van 0 tot 100%. 0% is als alles prettig en
als vanzelf gaat. 100% is als het ondraaglijk zwaar en moeilijk wordt, en dat u het bijltje er bij neer
moet gooien.

mentale inspanning

fysieke inspanning

tijdsdruk

frustatie

In hoeverre bent u het met de volgende stellingen eens? 0= geheel oneens, 100 = geheel eens

De richtingsgids met spraak helpt mij veiliger te reizen

Ik zou de richtingsgids met spraak regelmatig gebruiken

Door de richtingsgids met spraak ben ik sneller

De richtingsgids met spraak is plezierig om te gebruiken

boowMdp /
emté

Oversteek 3

Oversteek 2

gsszbn \

Oventeek 4

barn

café



Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit : tonen

eind

begin

fietspad

fietspad

stoep

stoep

Ronde: 4
Oversteek: 1

Op streep:

Over streep:

Vluchtheuvel gemist :

Preventieve ingreep :

bonwbulp
emlé

~ Wers~ak2

(henleek 3 I

ijssalon

bam

~Oversteek 1

OveMreek 4 \~

café



eind

fietspad

fietspad

stoep

stoep

barn

IOversreek 1

ijssalon

Overstak 4

café

Proefpersoon : 18
Modaliteit : tonen

Ronde : 4
Oversteek: 2

Op streep:

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist:

Preventieve ingreep:

knop 1 :

knop 2 :

rateltikker:

bouwhulp /
eIEM1é

~ Oversleek 2

oversteek s1



Proefpersoon: 18
Modaliteit : tonen

Ronde : 4
Oversteek : 3

Op streep :

Over streep :

Vluchtheuvel gemist :

Preventieve ingreep :

rateltikker:

fietspad

fietspad

stoep

stoep bouwiudp /
en¢é

~ Oversteek 2

Ovpsteek

11

barn

IOversteek 1

qssaton

Ovetsteek4



fietspad

stoep
Proefpersoon : 18
Modaliteit : tonen

Ronde : 4
Oversteek : 4

Op streep:

Over streep:

Vluchtheuvel gemist :

Preventieve ingreep :

knop 1 :

knop 2 :

begin

fietspad

stoep

bouwbdp/
emté

gssalou

bam

Oversteek 2

~ove~steek 1

Overateek 4

café



Vragenlijst tussendoor
Proefpersoon nummer : 18
Modaliteit: tonen

We willen ook vragen hoe u het lopen met dit systeem ervaart wat betreft mentale inspanning, fysieke
inspanning, frustratie en tijdsdruk . Stelt u zich een schaal voor van 0 tot 100% . 0% is als alles prettig en
als vanzelfgaat. 100% is als het ondraaglijk zwaar en moeilijk wordt, en dat u het bijltje er bij neer
moet gooien.

mentale inspanning

fysieke inspanning

tijdsdruk

frustatie

In hoeverre bent u het met de volgende stellingen eens? 0= geheel oneens, 100 = geheel eens

De richtingsgids met tonen helpt mij veiliger te reizen

Ik zou de richtingsgids met tonen regelmatig gebruiken

Door de richtingsgids met tonen ben ik sneller

De richtingsgids met tonen is plezierig om te gebruiken

bounhWp/
emé

Oversteek 2

barn

o.alon
---,

Ovenleek 4

café



Lopen op pleinipark
Proefpersoon nummer : 18

Afstand trillingen :

Afstand geen :

Afstand spraak:

Afstand tonen :

bouwhulp/
eogé

Oversteek 3

9 on

Ovetsteek 2

Overstock 4

b-

W



Questionnaire afsluitend richtingsgids
Proefpersoon nummer: 18

Wat is meer van toepassing bij dit experiment :

mentale inspanning fysieke inspanning
tijdsdruk frustratie
mentale inspanning tijdsdruk
fysieke inspanning frustratie
fysieke inspanning tijdsdruk
frustratie mentale inspanning

1. Welke van de vormen van de richtingsgids die we hebben geprobeerd heeft uw voorkeur?
(spraak 1 tonen 1 trillingen)

2. Waarom heeft deze vorm uw voorkeur?

3. Welke vorm is daarna uw tweede keuze?
(spraak 1 tonen 1 trillingen)

4. Waarom is deze vorm uw tweede keuze?

bouwhdp /
en9é

Ovetsteek 3

Oversteek 2

ijssalon \

Oversuek 4

b-

-..teek

cafe



Definities

Oversteek
Een oversteek betreft het oversteken van de stoep aan de ene zijde van de weg naar de stoep
aan de andere zijde van die weg . Tussen punt A op één stoep, en punt B op de stoep aan de
overzijde zijn twee oversteken mogelijk, in tegengestelde richting van elkaar (heen en terug) .
Op kruispunten waar twee wegen elkaar kruisen, zijn zodoende dus acht mogelijke oversteken
mogelijk. We kijken bij dit experiment alleen naar de oversteek van voetgangers .

Vluchtheuvel
Bij sommige wegen en kruispunten is een oversteek opgebroken in stukken door middel van
vluchtheuvels, waarop wachtplaatsen voor voetgangers zijn aangebracht . De vluchtheuvels die
in dit experiment voorkomen beschikken over aparte wachtplaatsen voor fietsers en
voetgangers .

Begrenzing (expliciet en impliciet)
De stukken tussen vluchtheuvels in zijn stukken waarbij de voetganger toegang heeft tot een
begrensd stuk weg wat normaal gesproken bestemd is voor fietsen (fietspaden) of auto's
(autowegen) . De begrenzing van deze wegen betreft meestal expliciete strepen op de weg
maar kan ook worden geimpliceerd door bijvoorbeeld de verlenging van de lijn van een
opstaande rand bij een wachtplaats van een stoplicht of vluchtheuvel . De tweede, impliciete,
vorm vindt men meestal (maar niet uitsluitend) bij fietspaden ; aangezien die vrij smal zijn .

Doel bij een oversteek
Het doel van de proefpersoon is om een aangewezen plek aan de overzijde van de stoep te
vinden waarbij alle tussenliggende vluchtheuvels bij de daarvoor aangewezen plek gepasseerd
worden en waarbij er zoveel mogelijk binnen de aanwezige expliciete of impliciete begrenzing
gebleven wordt .

Op streep
De voet van de proefpersoon, of een deel ervan, maakt op een expliciet begrensd stuk autoweg
contact met een begrenzing.

Over streep
De proefpersoon staat geheel buiten het expliciet begrensde deel van een autoweg maar
bereikt wel de eerstvolgende vluchtheuvel . Geen van de beide voeten maken geheel of
gedeeltelijk contact met de begrenzing . Indien een proefpersoon over de streep loopt, hoeft
daarbij niet ook nog eens twee maal een "op streep" genoteerd te worden ; dat wordt namelijk
al geïmpliceerd (men kan niet over de streep zijn zonder er eerst op te zijn) .

Vluchtheuvel gemist
De proefpersoon bereikt één van de wachtplaatsen voor voetgangers op de vluchtheuvel niet .
Hierbij is meestal een ingreep van de wizard nodig te zijn om de proefpersoon weer op de
wachtplaats van de vluchtheuvel te plaatsen. Deze ingreep hoeft niet apart als "preventieve
ingreep" genoteerd te worden .

Preventieve ingreep
De proefpersoon begeeft zich op een plaats waarbij, naar inschatting van de wizard, de
proefpersoon mogelijk in gevaar is, of waarbij de proefpersoon zeer sterk afwijkt van de
oversteek in kwestie. Hierbij wordt met name aan de volgende situaties gedacht : a) de
proefpersoon wijkt dermate af van de oversteek dat die bijna tussen de voor het stoplicht
wachtende auto's terechtkomt b) de proefpersoon
wijkt dermate af van de oversteek dat die tussen fiets-
en brommerverkeer terechtkomt c) de proefpersoon
wijk dermate af van de oversteek dat die op het
midden van het kruispunt dreigt uit te komen .
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